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ON THE IRREDUCIBILITY OF NONUNITARY
INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS OF CERTAIN

SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS

BY

ERNEST THIELEKERO

Abstract. Let G be a connected Lie group which is a semidirect product of a

compact subgroup K and a normal solvable subgroup S. Let A be a character of S,

and let MA be the stabilizer of A in K. Let [H, A/¿] be a finite-dimensional irreducible

representation of the subgroup SMA on the complex vector space H. In this paper

we consider the induced representations of G on various Banach spaces, and study

their topological irreducibility. The basic method used consists in studying the

irreducibility of the Lie algebra representations which arise on the linear subspaces of

Ä-finite vectors. The latter question then can be reduced to the problem of determin-

ing when certain modules over certain commutative algebras are irreducible. The

method discussed in this paper leads to two theorems giving sufficient conditions on

the character A that the induced representations be topologically irreducible. The

question of infinitesimal equivalence of various induced representations is also

discussed.

Introduction. Let G be a connected Lie group which is a semidirect product

of a compact subgroup K and a normal solvable subgroup S. Let A be a character

of S, that is, a one-dimensional complex representation of S. Let MA be the stabil-

izer of this character; that is MA is the subgroup defined by the expression

MA = {a e K : Afaa'1) = A(s), s e S}.

Then SMA is a closed subgroup of G. Let [H, p.] he a finite-dimensional irreducible

representation of MA, and let Ap. be the representation of the subgroup SMA

defined by the formula Ap.(sm)x = A(s)p.(m)x, x e H, se S, and m e MA. Then we

assert that the representation of the group G induced by the representation Ap.

of the subgroup SMA is topologically irreducible, under some general conditions

on the character A. (A review of the basic concepts needed for this discussion will

appear below.) In case the representation Ap, is unitary and S is abelian, the

result mentioned above leads to known results, which follow from Mackey's

theory of unitary induced representations as applied to semidirect products. Of

course, in the unitary case, similar results are also known for much more general

semidirect product groups than the ones we consider here. The method that we
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describe here works for unitary as well as nonunitary representations, and consists

of examining the Lie algebra modules of /¿-finite vectors which arise from the

induced representation. We point out that the basic argument used here also works,

in conjunction with additional machinery, in the case where G is a real semisimple

group. A discussion of the latter case will be taken up in a subsequent paper.

The principal methods used consist in reducing the problem of irreducibility of a

Lie algebra to the question of uniform density of a certain commutative algebra of

functions. (See Lemma 3.) The latter question is then examined by more-or-less

classical methods: in particular, the theory of unitary representations of compact

groups, and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. The principal application of our

methods is to the proof of Theorems 1 and 4. We also consider the question of

equivalence of the induced representations. The chief result in this direction is

Theorem 2.

The author wishes to thank Professor J. M. G. Fell for example (a) (§9). Con-

sideration of this example made it possible to modify the author's previously

incorrect formulation of the main result of this paper.

1. Review of some basic concepts. Let G be a connected Lie group. We do not

assume at this stage of the discussion that G is a semidirect product. Let A" be a

compact subgroup of G. Let [TT„, tt] he a continuous representation of the group

G on a Banach space HK(2). Such a representation is said to be K-finite if the

restriction of tt to K splits into a direct sum of A-irreducible representations such

that each class of irreducible representations of A occurs with finite multiplicity.

More precisely, the space HK contains a dense linear subspace dHn which is in-

variant under the restriction of tt to A, and which splits as a A-module into a direct

sum of finite-dimensional A-isotypic subspaces. A A-isotypic subspace is one on

which A acts as a multiple of an irreducible representation. Let Ü(A) denote the

set of equivalence classes of irreducible A-modules. Thus, assuming that Hn is

A-finite, we denote by cuTT, the finite-dimensional subspace of TT„ belonging to the

class [to]. Then the linear space dHK consists of finite linear combinations of elements

in the subspaces o>Hn, [w] e Í2(A).

Assume that [Hn, tt} is a A-finite representation of G. The following facts follow

easily from the analytic vector theorem of Nelson, and from results of Harish-

Chandra [3]. (See [8] for a more detailed review in the present context.)

(a) The linear subspace dHn consists of analytic vectors; in particular, each ele-

ment of this subspace is infinitely diflerentiable. Hence, it makes sense to apply

the operators d-n{Z) to these elements, defined, for each element Z in the Lie

algebra(3) G of the group G, by the formula

drr{Z) = dTr{exp tZ)/dt\t=0.

(2) As a matter of notation we shall indicate a representation g -*■ -n(g) in a linear space

H„ by the symbol [H„, it]. Similarly the representations of a Lie algebra shall be denoted by

\dHn, d-A.
(3) In general, if L is a Lie group, we denote by L its Lie algebra.
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It is known that the linear space dH% is invariant under the representation

Z -*■ dn(Z) of the Lie algebra G, and since the vectors in dHn are infinitely differ-

entiable, one may extend this representation to a representation of the universal

enveloping algebra U(G) of the Lie algebra G. We also denote the latter repre-

sentation by the symbol [dHn, dn].

(b) The group representation [Hn, n] is topologically irreducible if and only if

the Lie algebra representation [dH, dn] is algebraically irreducible. More generally,

we have a one-to-one correspondence between closed invariant subspaces Kn of

the subspace Hn and submodules [dK„, dn] of the module [dH„, dn], such that Kn

is the closure of the linear space dKn.

Two Affinité representations [H„, n] and [H'n, n'] are said to be infinitesimally

equivalent if and only if their corresponding G-modules [dHn, dn] and [dH'n, dn']

are algebraically equivalent. This is a true equivalence relation, and is the same as

the relation of Naimark equivalence. (See Fell [2, p. 296].)

Now let us assume that the group G is a semidirect product of a normal solvable

subgroup S and the compact subgroup K. This condition implies of course that G

is homeomorphic to the topological product Sx K, and there exists a homo-

morphism of K into Aut (S): k -*■ r(k), such that ksk~1 = r(k)s for all k e K, and

s e S. We note that it follows from the first condition that G is actually analytically

isomorphic to the product manifold Sx K. The proof of the last fact is the same

as the proof in Helgason [4, p. 235].

Now let A be a character of the subgroup S; hence MA is closed in K. Hence

SMA is a closed subset of G. The fact that SMA is actually a subgroup follows from

the following observation for m,m'eM, and s,s'eS:(sm)~1 = T(m~1)s~1m~1

e SMA; sms'm' = sr(m)s'mm' e SMA.

We now review two definitions of induced representations in this setting. These

two definitions turn out to be infinitesimally equivalent. Let [H, p.] he the given

finite-dimensional irreducible representation of MA. We equip the space H with

an inner product ( , ) and with the resulting finite-dimensional Hubert space

structure. Let L%U(G, H) denote the usual Hubert space of equivalence classes of

functions / which satisfy the condition

(1) fiipg) = Afi(p)f(g),   peSMA,   and   geG,

and such that the following Haar integral over K exists :

ll/IU = </,/> = f ifiik),fi(k))dk.
JK

Similarly we denote by the symbol CAu(G, H) the space of continuous functions

from G to H which satisfy the condition (1). We equip this space with the Banach

norm

(2) |/||. = supt/m./W)1/a.
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It is clear that both the spaces LAu{G, TT) and CAu{G, H) are invariant under right

translations by elements of G. Let us denote this representation by g -*■ R(g). It is

well known and easy to verify that this action of G is continuous on each of these

two Banach spaces. We call the representations [LAu(G, H), R] and [CAu(G, TT), R]

the induced and continuous induced representations of G respectively. By relation

(1), the functions in either of these Banach spaces are uniquely determined by their

restrictions to A. Let Lf(K, H) and C„(A, TT) denote the spaces of such restrictions

of elements in LAli(G, H) and CAll(G, H) respectively. Now the space Cß(K, H) is

dense in the space L\{K, H) and the action of A on the latter space by right transla-

tions is just the induced representation of A, induced by the representation p. of the

subgroup MA. In particular, we deduce from this fact that each class [a>] e 0(A)

occurs with a multiplicity (w.p), by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem applied to

compact groups, where (oj'-p) is the multiplicity of p. in any representation œ of

the class [<o]. (See Weil [9, p. 82].) Hence, the class [oi] occurs with this multiplicity

in the restriction of R to A in each of the spaces L2Au{G, H) and CAll{G, TT). More-

over we have coLAtl{G, H) = œCAlt{G, H) for all classes [w] e Q(A). Hence, for each

representation Ap. of the subgroup SMA, the spaces of A-finite vectors dLAu(G, H)

and dCAll(G, H) are dense in their respective spaces, and are in fact equal. The

density of these spaces is an easy consequence of the Peter-Weyl theorem. (See

Weil in the above reference.) Thus both the induced and continuous induced repre-

sentations are A-finite and infinitesimally equivalent to each other.

2. Statement of the main result. In the notation set up in the last section,

[dCAu(G, TT), dR] is the representation of the Lie algebra G acting on the space

of A-finite vectors of L2All(G, H) as well as of the space CAll(G, H). The statement of

the main theorem (Theorem 1) depends on a condition on the character A. In

order to state this condition we need some preliminary remarks.

Since S is a normal subgroup of G it follows that S, the Lie algebra of S, is

invariant under the adjoint representation of G. Hence, in particular, it is invariant

under the restriction of the adjoint representation to A. Let us denote the latter

representation by p. In other words [S, p] is the representation defined by the

formula p(k)Z= Ad (k)Z, fork e K, and Z e S. Let i , > be an inner product on the

vector space S. Since A is compact, we may choose the inner product in such a

manner that the representation p is orthogonal with respect to the finite-

dimensional Euclidean space structure which this inner product induces on the

space S. The last observation is the result of a standard argument. Let Sc denote the

complexification of S. Then the inner product < , > may be extended to an Her-

mitian inner product on Sc by the definition ix + Iy, x'+ Iy'} = ix, x'} + iy, x'}

+ I(iy, x") — ix,y'}), for x, y, x', y' eS. Then [Sc, p] is unitary with respect to

this structure.

We note that there exists a linear form A on Sc, defined by the equation A(Z)

= dA(exp tZ)/dt\t = 0 for all ZeS.lt follows that A is a one-dimensional representa-
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tion of the Lie algebra S. It follows from this fact that A vanishes on the

subalgebra [S, S] ; however, we will not use the latter property explicitly. Let us iden-

tify the vector space Sc, the complexification of S, with its vector dual by means

of the form < , ). If Xe Sc we may write A in the form XR + IX,, with AB, A, 6 S. We

define the complex conjugate A of the element A by the formula X = XR — IX,.

If A is a character on the group S, with corresponding infinitesimal character A,

then A shall denote the character corresponding to the complex conjugate from X.

If A is a character, we shall say that A is cyclic if the corresponding infinitesimal

character A is a cyclic vector in Sc for the representation p.

Theorem 1. Assume that the character A is cyclic in the sense described above.

Then for each irreducible finite-dimensional representation [H, fi] of MA, the subspace

dCAu(G, H) is an irreducible G-module under the action dR. Moreover, the induced

representation and the continuous induced representation of G induced by the repre-

sentation Ap. of SMA are both topologically irreducible.

Remark. In case A is the trivial character, MA = K. The spaces CAu(G, H),

dCAu(G, H), etc. reduce to the space of constant functions. In this case the G

module is simply the trivial extension of the module [H, fi] to G: R(sk) = p.(k),

se S, k e K. The conclusion of the theorem follows trivially in this case.

By what has been said in §1, the second statement of the theorem follows from

the first statement, which concerns Lie algebra modules.

3. On the structure of the module [dCAll(G, H), dR}. Let C%(G, H) denote the

vector space of infinitely differentiable functions from G to H which satisfy the

condition/^) = A(s)f(g), for fie CA(G, H), s e S, and g eG. Since every function

in dCAu(G, H) is infinitely differentiable (even analytic) it follows from equation (1)

that we have the inclusion CA(G, HfadCAu(G, H). We are going to compute the

action of dR(S) on the space C%(G, H).

Lemma 1. Let Y be an element of S, and let fie C£(G, H). Then dR(Y)f is the

function in CA(G, H) given by k -> (p(k) Y, X}f(k), k e K. (Note that each function

in CA(G, H) is uniquely determined by its restriction to K because of the relation

f(sk) = A(s)f(k),seS,keK.)

Proof. It is obvious that the space CA(G, H) is invariant under right translations,

R(g), by elements of G. Hence, for ZeS, and/e C£(G, H), the function dR(Z)f

= dR(exp Z)fi/dt\l = Q lies in CA(G, H). Moreover we have, with k e K,

dR(Z)fi(k) = jtf(k exp tZ) o = jtfi(r(k)exptZk) |/(exp tP(k)Zk)

= jt A(exp tP(k)Z)fi(k) X(P(k)Z)fi(k) = (P(k)Z, X}fi(k).

The fourth expression follows from the definition of the space CA(G, H), while the

second from the last expression follows from the definition of the form A.   Q.E.D.
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For any element 0 == A e Sc, let £f(X) denote the algebra generated over the

complex numbers by 1 and the functions k -> ip(k) Y, A>, under pointwise multi-

plication. Then the space CA(G, H) is an ^(A)-module with the following defini-

tion of multiplication: {</>f)(sk) = <p(k)f{sk), s e S, k e K. In other words, the

multiplication is pointwise provided the functions in ¿f(X) are regarded as functions

on G by the trivial extension </>{sk) = <f>{k), s e S, k e A.

By a repeated application of the above lemma, we have the following formula

for any monomial Yx- ■   Ynin the universal enveloping algebra U(S):

dR(Yx- ■ ■ Yn)f(k) = dR(Yx)- ■ dR(Yn)f(k) = <Kk)Yu A>- • -iP(k)Yn, X}f(k).

By the theorem of Birkhoff and Witt, the algebra U(S) is spanned linearly by these

monomials. We note also that the complexification of U(S) is just U(Sc). Thus,

we have proved the following lemma:

Lemma 2. For anyfe C^(G, TT), we have dR(V'(Sc))f= ST(\)f.

Let us indicate now what result is still needed to prove irreducibility of the R(K)

module of A-finite vectors. In order to prove that dCAll(G, H) is irreducible as a

í//?(í/(G))-module, it must be shown that every nonzero element fe dCAll(G, H)

is cyclic for this module structure; that is, we must show that we have the following

equality of spaces: dCAu(G, H) = dR(U(G))f. However, we may view the algebras

U(S) and U(K) as subalgebras of the algebra U(G) generated by the sets {l,S}

and {1, K} respectively. By standard methods, it can be shown that we have the

equality U(G)=U(S)U(K). (See for example, Harish-Chandra [3, p. 193].) Hence

for any fe dCAll{G, H) we have the equality dR(U(G))f=dR(U(S)) dR(U(K))f.

However,/is a A-finite element. Hence, the subspace F defined by F = dR{U{K))f

is a finite-dimensional A-invariant subspace of the space dCAu(G, TT). Hence, it is

sufficient to show that the space dCAu(G, H) is generated as a i/A(t/(S))-module

over any finite-dimensional A-invariant subspace !F. However, by Lemma 2, the

last statement is equivalent to saying that the space dCAli{G, TT) is generated as an

^■(A)-module over any finite-dimensional A-invariant subspace F. The next

section will be devoted to a proof of the last statement.

4. The basic reduction. In the last section we reduced the problem of studying

the irreducibility of the Lie algebra module [dCAu(G, H), dR] to the problem of

studying the ,y(A)-module structure of the space of A-finite vectors dCAll(G, TT).

In this section we reduce the latter problem to the special case where p. is the trivial

representation of the subgroup MA, and TT is just the one-dimensional space C.

Let C„(A, TY) and L2(K, H) denote the spaces introduced at the end of §1. It is

clear that these spaces may be defined, without explicit reference to the character

A, as follows. The space CH(A, TT) is the space of continuous functions from K to

TT which satisfy the condition

(1') f(mk) = p.(m)f(k),
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for m e MA, and k e K. Then L2(K, H) may be defined as the completion of the

space Cß(K, H) in the Hubert space structure defined by the Haar integral in

equation (2). For each class fa] e Q(K) let Cß(K, H) denote /?(A>isotypic sub-

space of L2(K, H). That is, the finite-dimensional subspace of elements which

transform like [cu] under right translations by elements of K. Let dCu(K, H) denote

the linear span of such /?(A")-isotypic subspaces.

For the special case in which fi is the identity representation of the subgroup MA,

and H=C, we denote the space CU(K, H) by the symbol Cq(K). In other words,

C¡}(K) consists of all continuous functions from K to C which satisfy the relation-

ship f(mk)=f(k), for m e MA, and k e K. It should be noted that the space Cq(K)

may also be interpreted as the space C(MA\K), consisting of all continuous complex-

valued functions on the space of right cosets MA\K. In fact if/is such a function

and if t is the natural continuous projection of K~> into MA\K then/° r e Cq(K).

Conversely if fie Cq(K) then/is obviously constant on each coset in MA\K, and

may then be viewed as a continuous function on cosets. We identify the spaces

C&K) and C(MA\K). It is clear that Sr°(X) is a linear subspace of Q(K) = C(MA\K).

Finally let L2(K) or L2(MA\K) denote F2-completion of the space C%(K) or

C(MA\K) in the Hubert space norm defined by equation (1).

For the purposes of the following discussion, we may ignore the fact that 5 is a

Lie algebra, and consider the following setup. [Sc, p] is a finite-dimensional repre-

sentation of AT on a complex vector space Sc- Let A be a nonzero element of this

space, and let MA be the closed subgroup of K which fixes this element in the

representation p. As before, < , > is an inner product on Sc which makes the

representation p unitary, and £f(X) is the algebra generated by 1 and functions of

the form k -*■ <[p(k)Z, A>, Z e Sc- The representation [H, p.] is an irreducible

representation of the subgroup MA, and [L2(K, H), R] is the representation of K

which this representation of MA induces. Then the basic result of this section is the

following :

Lemma 3. Let [H, p.] be an irreducible finite-dimensional representation of MA.

Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) ¿?(X) is dense in L2(MA\K).

(ii) Let & be a nontrivial R(K)-invariant subspace of CU(K, H). Then St°(X)^ is

dense in L2(K, H).

(iii) Let & be as in (ii) then £f(X)3F = dCJfa, H).

Proof, (i) -> (ii). Assume ¿f(X) is dense in L2(MA\K). We will first show that

the space íf(X)¡F is dense in L\(K, H). Let D denote the orthogonal complement of

SffaP in the Hubert space L\(K, H). If the space SffaP were not dense, D would

contain a nonzero element/ and we would have the vanishing of the Haar integral:

}k ifik), gfa)) dk = 0, for all elements g e ¿f(X)iF. We recall that, in the last equation,

( , ) is the inner product on H. Let F be a nonzero element of the finite-dimensional

A'-invariant   subspace  !F.   Then  for   all  </> e ¿f(X)   we   have  (f(k), <p(k)F(k))
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= f(k)(fi(k),F(k)), where the "bar" denotes complex conjugation. Hence the

vanishing of the last integral implies the vanishing of the integral

Í <p(k)(f(k), F(k)) dk = 0   for all <f> e ̂ (A).

However, the function k -> (f(k), F(k)) clearly lies in the space L2(K). Hence, this

function must vanish identically, by (i). Now, since !F is A-invariant, under the

action of right translations, and since F was an arbitrary element of this subspace

in the above argument, it follows that for all k,k' e K we have (f(k), F(kk'))

= (f(k), R(k')F(k)) = 0. Or, in other words, (f(k), F(k')) = 0 for all k,k'eK. By

taking a right translate of F, if necessary, we may assume that F(e)^=0. Because of

the irreducibility of the representation [H, p.] of the subgroup ATA, we find that the

set of elements p.{m)F{e), for m e MA, spans TT. However, by relation (1'), this last

set of elements is just the set {F(m) : m e MA}. Hence for all k e A, the value of the

function/at k is orthogonal to TT; hence it is zero, since it must lie in H. Thus we

have shown that /=0. This conclusion contradicts the assumption that T)^0.

Hence ,9>{X)F is dense in L2(K, TT).

(ii) -> (iii). We first point out that every element in £f(X) is A-finite. Hence, we

have the inclusion Sf{X)FcdCu{K, H). Let R{of) denote the orthogonal projection

on L\{K, H) projecting on the subspace of Ä(A)-isotypic components corre-

sponding to [oj] e Q{k). Because this projection is finite dimensional, and because

the space ^(A)J^ is dense, we have R(o>)¡f(X)& = R{w)L2{K, H). However, the

latter subspaces span dCu{K, TT), by definition of the latter. Hence we have Sr°{X)F

= dC,{K, TT).

(iii) -> (i). Take J^ to be the subspace of constant functions and take [H, p.]

to be the identity representation of MA.    Q.E.D.

5. On the density of the space ¿f{X). The lemma of the last section shows that

the question of irreducibility of the G-module [dCAu(G), dR] may be reduced to the

problem of deciding when the space SP(X) is dense in L2{MA\K). The main lemma

of this section (Lemma 5) is the key lemma of this argument and is based mainly

on the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. It is related to an argument used by Hochschild

and Mostow [5, p. 515]. Before presenting this argument we need a few preliminary

remarks.

Let A be a nontrivial character on S, and let A be the corresponding linear form

in Sc- (See §2.) As in §2, we may write A = AB+TA7, with AB, X, e S. Then we let AKand

A, be the characters on S corresponding to the linear forms AB and A, respectively.

We assert the following.

Lemma 4.  We have the equality of subgroups. Ma = MAr n MA¡.

Proof. Since MA = {k e K : p(k)X = X}, MAR = {ke K : p(k)XR = XR}, and MA;

= {ke K: p{k)X, = X¡}, it is clear that MAr n MAl<=MA. Let k e MA then

p(k)(XR + IX,) = XR + IX¡. However, p(k)XB, and p(k)X, are "real" vectors for all
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k e K. That is, these vectors lie in S. Hence, by taking real and imaginary parts of

the last equation, we have p(k)XR = XR and p(k)X¡=X¡. That is k e MA¡¡ n MAl.

Q.E.D.
As usual, we denote the operation of conjugation on complex-valued functions

by </> -> </>. Thus ^ is defined by

<p(k) = r>(F)   for k e K.

We now state the main result of the section.

Lemma 5. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) sr(\fa#>fa,
(ii) £f(X) is closed under complex conjugation,

(iii) Sf(X) contains a nontrivial finite-dimensional real-linear subspace consisting

of real-valued continuous functions, and which distinguishes points on MA\K,

(iv) Sffa is dense in C(Ma\K) = Cq(K) (i.e., uniformly dense),

(v) y(X) is dense in L2(MA\K),

(vi) .r7'(X) = dC(MA\K) = dC(MA\K); i.e., .^(X) consists of all the R(K)-finite

vectors in dC(MA\K).

Proof, (i)^(ii). For each X e Sc, and p-eSc, let k-xf>(k; X, p.) denote the

function on K defined by the equation </>(k; X, p.) = (p(k)X, p.). We note in general,

by a straightforward computation, that {X, Y~)~=(X, F> for all X, YeSc.

Now, since the representation k -> p(k) fixes the real subspaces S and IS, we have

for all k e K,

<p(k; X, p) = </>(k;X,p) = (P(k)X, fi) = {Pfa)Y,fi) = (P(k)X, ß) = </>(k; X, ß).

Now every element in £f(X) is a polynomial of functions of the form <f>(k; X, X),

X e Sc- The conjugate of such a function must then be a polynomial of functions

of the form </>(k; X, X), X e Sc, and thus lies in 6r°(Xfa£r°(X).

(ii)^(iii). Assume ^(X) is closed under complex conjugation. Let XR and X,

be elements of 5 such that A = A/ + /AB. Let .9% be the real-linear space given by the

real span:

STXK = span*{¿(- ; X, AB), </>(■; Y, A,) : X, YeS}.

It is clear that every function in this space is real, and is obviously finite dimen-

sional. We assert that this subspace distinguishes points on MA\K. Let kx e K, and

k2e K such that </>(kx; X, p.)=<j>(k2; X, p.) for all Xe S, and all p. e spanÄ {AB, X¡}.

Then we have

o = (p(kx)x,fiy-(p(k2)x,fi> = (x,p(k1-1)fi-P(k2-1)fi}

for all Xe S. This statement implies that p(k1~1)fi=p(k21)fi or that p(k2k1'1)fi = fi.

In particular we have p(k2k1~1)XR = XR, and p(k2k1~1)X, = X,, so that k2kx~l e MAl

n MAr. However, by Lemma 4, the latter intersection is equal to MA. Thus kx and

k2 lie in the same coset modulo MA.
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(iii) -> (iv). Let Si be a finite-dimensional real subspace of ¿f(X) consisting of

real-valued functions which distinguishes points on MA\K. Let Sic be the complexi-

fication of this subspace. Then Sic consists of functions of the form/+Tg,/, gef,

and is thus closed under complex conjugation. Let A be the pointwise algebra

generated by Cand á?. Then we have the inclusion ¡M^Sic^A^S^(X). The algebra

A is closed under conjugation. Hence by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, A is

uniformly dense in C(MA\A). Hence Sr°(X) is uniformly dense in C(MA\K).

(iv) -*■ (v). Assume ¿f{X) is dense in C(MA\A). Since MA\A is compact, uniform

convergence on ATA\A implies L2-convergence. Since C(MA\K) is dense in L\MA\K)

it follows that Sf{X) is dense in L2(MA\K).

(v) -> (vi). Assume 5"(A) is dense in L2(MA\K). In any case we have £f(X)

<= dC(MA\K). Now, if Sf(X) ¿ dC(MA\K) there must exist class M e O(A) such that

the finite-dimensional subspace R{oj)¿f(X) is a proper subspace of the finite-

dimensional subspace A(co)C(ATA\A). Let A be the orthogonal complement of

R(oS)£r°(X) in R(oj)C(Ma\K). By the Schur orthogonality relations A then lies in the

orthogonal complement of all the subspaces, R(w')Sf(X), for [a/] e Q(A). Hence

A lies in the orthogonal complement of ^(X), a contradiction.

(vi)->(i). Assume that Sf{X) = dC(MA\K). It is clear that Sf(X) consists of

A-finite vectors. Moreover by Lemma 4 we have Ma=MAr n MAl = MA. Hence

y(X)^dC(MA\K) = -9>(X).    Q.E.D.

6. Proof of the main theorem. Assume that the character A is cyclic in the

sense described in §2. In terms of the infinitesimal characters, we recall that this

condition implies that the function k -> 4>(k; X, A) = ip(k)'X, A> does not vanish.

We note first of all that this function is real. In fact since the representation k -*■ p(k)

fixes the real subspaces S and IS, it follows that, for all ke K,

ip(k)\ a> = ipJkuS, xy = ip{k)x, a> = ipiky'x, xy.

We assert that the latter function is actually equal to the function k -> ip{k)X, A>

= (/>{k; X, A). It will follow from this assertion that this function is real. Let us

postpone the proof of this assertion and see first how it leads to a proof of the

theorem :

Let & be the real span of the right translates, by elements of A, of the function

</>(■ ; Â, A). By the last assertion, this function is real. Hence Si consists of real-

valued functions. Moreover, since </>(■; X, X) is A-finite, Si is finite dimensional.

We wish to apply Lemma 5 to show that y(X) is dense in L2(MA\K). We must

show that Si distinguishes points on ATA\A. In other words, we must show that if

f(kx)=f(k2) for all/e R then k2kxY e MA. In other words, we assume that for any

finite set glt..., g„ e K and complex numbers A1;..., An we have

2 AjAfoMfo; X, X) = 2 A,/i(gf)¿(*a; A, A)
i i
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or

I \R(gt)K\ pikx)-fa-<x, p(k2í)xy] = o
i

or

(ï \pigd\ pfa)-ix-p(k2í)xy = o.

However, A is assumed to be cyclic for the representation [Sc, p]. Hence p(k1)~1X

= p(k2*)X or kjix1 e MA. Thus, it follows that iffa) is dense by Lemma 5.

The proof of the theorem now follows easily. Let Sc now stand for the complexi-

fication of the Lie algebra S, again. Every function in the space dCAll(G, H) is

uniquely determined by its restriction to K in dCß(K, H), because of the relation

f(sk) = A(s)f(k), for s e S, and k e K. Now, Lemma 3 shows that the space

dCAll(G, H) is generated, as an y(A)-module over any finite-dimensional A"-invariant

subspace, in the sense described in the third section. Hence, it follows from that

discussion that [dCAu(G, H), dR] is an irreducible representation of G. Finally,

it follows immediately from the density of dCu(K, H) in L\(K, H) that the space

dCAtl(G, H) is dense in the space LAlt(G, H). Similarly, from the uniform density

of the space dCu(K, H) in CU(K, H), it follows that the subspace dCA¡t(G, H) is

uniformly dense in CAll(G, H). Hence, the last statement of the theorem follows.

Q.E.D. Theorem.

We now turn to the remaining gap in the proof of Theorem 1, namely, the follow-

ing assertion.

Lemma 6. Assume that the function k -> </>(k ; A, A) does not vanish. Then </>(k ; X, X)

= </>(k-1;X, X)for any XeSc.

Proof. Let « = dimension S, and let {eu..., en} be an orthonormal basis. Then

this basis is also an orthonormal basis in Sc- For each k e K, p(k) is a real orthogo-

nal matrix on S. Hence by a standard result in linear algebra, there exists a real

orthogonal matrix A such that the matrix Ap(k)A~x has the form

Ap(k)A   1 = diagonal
(cos dx     sin 9x\      I cos 9V     sin 0„\

— sin dx   cos 9xj      \ — sin 6P   cos 6pj '

where the number of l's along the diagonal is n — 2p; moreover the angles 6¡,

i=l,..., p, are real. Let the matrix shown be denoted by d(6x, 62,..., 9P). Then

we have

Apik-^A-1 = [Ap(k)A-i]-i = dfadx, -e2,..., -ev).

Finally we note that since A is orthogonal on 5c we have AX = (AX)~. Let fix, ■ ■., fi„

be the complex coefficients such that AX = ~2 fifit. Then we have

(p(k)X, A> = {A-1 dfa- --ep)AX, A> = (dfa- --ev)AX, AX)

= Kßi + P-Í) cos 8x+ ■ ■ ■ +iß22-x+ß2P)cos 6V]

= (d(-9x-9P)AX,AX) = (pfa^X, A>    Q.E.D.
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7. Some results on the equivalence of induced representations. We would like to

determine when two induced representations of the type discussed are infinitesi-

mally equivalent. In other words, we would like to determine when the corre-

sponding Lie algebra representations on A-finite vectors are algebraically equivalent.

Unfortunately, we must be content with slightly less information. However, the

results of this section provide complete information in the unitary case. (See the

next section.)

For each x e A, we define the map A -> A* on the characters (one-dimensional

representations of S) to be the dual of the automorphism r(x) : Ax(s) = A(t(x)s)

= A(xsx_1), for all i £ 5. It is a straightforward matter to verify that the subgroups

MAx, and MA are conjugate: MA* = x~1MAx. Let p.* denote the representation of

the subgroup MA* defined by p.x(x~1mx)=p.(m), for meM. We then have the

following theorem.

Theorem 2. Assume that the continuous induced representation [CAu(G, TT), T?]

is topologically irreducible. Then the continuous induced representations of

G: [CAu{G, H), R] and [CA-U-(G, TT), R] are equivalent (in the Banach space sense)

if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(1) The characters A' and A lie on the same orbit under k -> r(k); in other words,

there exists an xe Ksuch that A' = Ax.

(2) Let x be the element of the last sentence. Then the representation [TT', p.'] is a

representation of MA* equivalent to the representation [H, p.x].

Remark. It is clear that the theorem implies that the last two conditions are

sufficient that representations induced by A'p.' and Ap lie in the same infinitesimal

equivalence class. However, in general it is not clear that these two conditions are

necessary. (It is possible that there may exist an infinitesimal intertwining map

which is not continuous in the uniform topology.) However, if it is known that

[CAß(G, H), R] is infinitesimally equivalent to a unitary representation, then

CAv(G, TT') must also be infinitesimally equivalent to a unitary representation.

It follows then from a result of Harish-Chandra (see [3, Theorem 8]) that the

representations [LAu{G, TT), R] and [LAtl,{G, H'), R] are unitarily equivalent.

Such an equivalence must be continuous in the uniform topology on the subspaces

of continuous functions. Hence, it follows from Theorem 2 that the conditions

listed there are necessary as well as sufficient in the unitary case. A weaker set of

necessary conditions is given in the next theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2. First assume that conditions (1) and (2) hold. Let F be an

intertwining map from the representation [H,p.x] to the representation [TT', p.'];

this map exists by (2). Then a straightforward calculation shows that the map

T:f-> Tfi defined by Tf{g) = FL(x)f(g)=Ff{xg), maps the space CAtl(G, H) into
the space CA.U-(G, H') and intertwines the representation dR(G). The map T is

obviously continuous. Hence by the irreducibility of these two representations,

this map is bijective.
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The proof in the opposite direction is a little more involved. Let F be an inter-

twining map from the Banach space CA-ß-(G, H') onto the Banach space CAu(G, H).

First, we note that if A' is the trivial character, then MA. = K. The space CA-U.(G, H')

then simply coincides with the constant functions to H'. Moreover, it follows from

Lemma 1 that the Lie algebra S acts trivially on this space, and by the same lemma,

CAll(G, H) is clearly infinite dimensional unless A= 1, the trivial character. Hence

MA = K also, and condition (2) follows.

Now, let us assume that both A and A' are nontrivial characters on S. As in

§2, we define A and A' to be the one-dimensional Lie algebra representations of S

corresponding to the characters A and A' respectively.

For each Z e S let k -> </>(k ; Z, X) and k ->■ <f>(k ; Z, A') denote the functions

</>(•); Z,A> and <p()Z, A'> respectively. Then the functions </>(■; Z,X) and

</>(■ ; Z, A') together with the constant functions generate the algebras <Sf(X) and

y fa) respectively. We will show that there exists a nontrivial homomorphism A

of the algebra y fa) into the complex numbers, and that this homomorphism has

the following properties: (a) A(l)=l, and X(<f>(- ;Z, X') = X(Z) for all ZeS. (b)

The homomorphism A is continuous in the uniform topology on y(X'). Indeed,

let 8 denote the linear map from CAu(G, H) to the space H defined by evaluation

at the identity: 8(f) =f(e). Then, by Lemma 1 and the intertwining property of the

map T, we have for all Z, We S, and all fie dCA.ß.(G, H'), the following calcula-

tions.

8(T<p(-;Z, A')/) = 8(TdR(Z)fi) = 8(dR(Z)Tfi) = 8fa-;Z,X)Tfi) = X(Z)8(Tfi).

Hence,

8(T</>(- ; Z, X')</,(- ; W, A')/) = X(Z)8(T</>(- ; W, A')/) = X(Z)X(W)8(Tf).

Now pick an fie dCAll(G, H') and an element v in the dual of H such that the num-

ber v(8Tf) is not zero. Then define A as the linear map from ¡ffa) to C: X(</>)

= v(8T4fi)/v(8Tf), for all (f> e ¿f(X'). The first line of calculation shows that property

(a) is satisfied, and the second line shows that A has the homomorphism property

on the generators of the algebra y(X'); hence, it is a homomorphism. Finally the

continuity of A follows from the continuity of the intertwining map T.

We recall, that by Lemma 3 and the assumption of irreducibility, the uniform

closure of the algebra ¿ffa) is the space Co(K) of all continuous complex-valued

functions on K which satisfy the condition fi(mk) =f(k), for m e MA; and ke K.

As pointed out before, every function with the last stated property may be viewed

as a function on the homogeneous space of left cosets: MA\K, and every function

that is continuous with respect to the quotient topology on this homogeneous space

may be viewed as a function in Cq(K). Since the coset space MA\K is a compact

Hausdorff space, it follows from a well-known result in the theory of commutative

Banach algebras that the set of all maximal ideals in the algebra Cq(K) is just the

set of kernels of the evaluation maps. Hence, there exists a coset [y] e MA,\Ksuch

that X(</>) = <f>(y), for all y e [y] and all </> e Cè'(K).
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Now, let us fix an element x 1 in the coset [y], and apply the homomorphism

A to the functions (/>(■ ;Z, A'), for each Z e S. We obtain

X'{p{x~1)Z) = X(<p(-;Z,X')) = X{Z),

for allZeS. Hence, A'{t(x~1)s) = A{s), for allie 5; that is A' = A*. This proves

condition (1) of the theorem.

In order to prove condition (2), we note that the A-modules [L2(A, TT), R] and

[L%(K, TT'), R] are equivalent. Since the subgroups MA* and MA are isomorphic,

it follows that every irreducible character of MA* is also an irreducible character

of MA. Hence, by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem for compact groups (see Weil

[9, p. 82]) we have {oj:p) = {w:p.') for [w] e D(A). Hence, for every class function

/on MA, we have the following equality of Haar integrals over MA: jf{m)xu{m) dm

= Jf(m)xß(m) dm. Hence, by the Peter-Weyl theorem, x« = X«' or l1' is equivalent

to p.x.   Q.E.D.

As we pointed out above, we do not know that conditions (1) and (2) in the

above theorem are necessary, although they are clearly sufficient, for infinitesimal

equivalence. However, a slight modification of the above argument can yield the

following result.

Theorem 3. Let « = dimension (5c). By means of the map k^ p(k~1)X, we

identify the left coset space MA\K with the orbit in Sc through the point X. In order

that [i/CA„(G, TT') dR] be algebraically equivalent to the G-module [dCAll(G, H) dR]

it is necessary that X lie on the Zariski closure of the orbit ofX', and hence X' must lie

on the Zariski closure of the orbit ofX.IfX and A' lie on the same orbit then condition

(2) of the last theorem must hold.

Proof. Let Zls..., Z„ be a basis of Sc. Then the algebra of polynomial functions

generated over C by the functions A-> <Z¡, A>, i=l,..., «, is isomorphic to the

algebra Cn[x] of polynomials in n-indeterminants (xx,. ■., xn), over C. Then

obviously, the algebra £f(X') may be thought of as the algebra of restrictions of the

polynomial functions to the orbit k~x -> p(k)X'. Let I he the kernel of this restric-

tion homomorphism. Let Ä(T) denote the radical of I. Then the Zariski closure is

the zero set of R(I).

Now, the proof of this theorem is identical with the proof of the last theorem,

with the following exception. The homomorphism A' constructed there is not

necessarily continuous in the uniform topology on Sf(X'). Hence, we cannot

characterize this homomorphism in terms of the structure space of Co (A) as we did

there. We only know that there exists a point [y] in the Zariski closure of the orbit

of A' such that X(<p)=</>(y), for all </> e Sf(X').   Q.E.D. Theorem.

8. Another irreducibility theorem. In this section we present another irreduci-

bility theorem which follows easily from our considerations. For this result we

do not assume that the character A is cyclic, but instead, we assume that A is

proportional to a real character. By the latter condition we mean that there exists a
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complex number c # 0, such that cA e S, where again A is the infinitesimal character

in Sc corresponding to A. For example all unitary characters are proportional to

real characters in this sense, since IX e S, for that case.

Theorem 4. Assume that A is proportional to a real character. Then for each

irreducible finite-dimensional representation [H, p.] of MA, the subspace dCAli(G, H)

is an irreducible G-module under the action dR. Moreover, the induced representa-

tions and the continuous induced representation of G, induced by the representation

A/a of SMA, are both topologically irreducible.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. The only

difference is the construction of the real subspace 01, which is simpler in the present

situation. In fact let c be a nonzero complex number such that cX e S, and let ^

be defined as

0t = {c<p(-;Z,X) :ZeS}.

Obviously 3ft is a real-linear subspace of ¿f(X) of finite dimension. To show that 3ft

distinguishes points on MA\K, we assume that for kx, k2 eK, we have cj>(kx,Z, X)

= «f>(k2;Z,X), for all ZeS. Then iZ, P(k1)-1X-p(k2)-fa = 0 for all ZeS,

which implies that p(k1)~1X = p(k2)~1X or k2ki1 e MA. Hence, kx and k2 lie in the

same coset modulo MA. The proof now is identical to that of Theorem 1.    Q.E.D.

9. Some examples, (a) First we present an example, essentially due to Fell,

in which both the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and of Theorem 4 fail to be satisfied.

Let G be the real two-dimensional Euclidean group. Then S is the vector addition

group of the real two-dimensional vector space, and this underlying space may be

identified with the Lie algebra S equipped with trivial Lie multiplication. The group

K is the group of rotations in 5. Let us write K={9 : 0i9i2n=0}. Let {e1; e2}

be an orthonormal basis of S. Let A be the character on S whose infinitesimal

form is X = ex+Ie2. Then MA = {e}, and p(9)X=exp ( —19). Hence A is not cyclic.

It is also clear that A is not proportional to a real vector. We note that in this case

we have

Sffa) = span {9 -> exp Im 9 : m = 0, 1, 2,...}

and

yfa) = span {9-+ exp-Im 9 : m = 0, 1,2,...}.

So that statement (i) in Lemma 5 does not hold; in fact we actually have

6t°(X) n Sf(X) = C. We note the Lie algebra module [dCA(K), dR] is not irreducible.

In fact, it follows from Lemma 1 that for each integer M, the following is an

invariant subspace.

y(X) exp()IM = spanc {9 -> exp Im 9 : m = M, M+l,...}.

Hence the induced representation is not irreducible. We note on the other hand,

that if A #0 is not an eigenvector of the representation 9 -> p(9), then A is a cyclic

vector so that Theorem 1 implies irreducibility.
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(b) Let G be the Euclidean group on real «-dimensional space with « 2:3. Then

S is the real «-dimensional vector space with the operation of vector addition.

Again S has the same underlying vector space as S with abelian Lie multiplication.

K may be taken as the group of orthogonal transformations on S and p is the

identity map. For this example p remains irreducible in the complexification Sc.

Hence, every nonzero vector in Sc is cyclic, so that Theorem 1 applies for any non-

trivial character A. We remark that Lemma 3 implies that ¿f(X) is dense in that

case, a result of some independent interest.

We remark that in this example, there are two possible orbit types for the action

of K on Sc- If A is proportional to a real vector as in the last section, then MA\K

is an (« — l)-sphere, and if A is not proportional to a real vector then MA^ SO(n — 2)

x SO(2), and ATA\A is a compact manifold of dimension «(« —1)/2.

(c) Another special case of some interest is the motion group associated with a

real connected simple Lie group. This example is obtained as follows. Let G0 be a

connected simple Lie group and let A be a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let

P he a Cartan subspace of G0 (see for example Helgason [4, Chapter 3]). Then K

acts on P by the representation: p(k)Z = Ad (k)Z, ZeP. Equip P with the structure

of vector addition. We define the motion group G associated with G0 as the semi-

direct product of P and A with the action p. It is known (see for example Helgason)

that the representation [P, p] is an irreducible representation of K. Over the com-

plex numbers two things can happen :

(1) [Pc, p] is irreducible,

(2) [Pc, p] splits into a direct sum PC=P++P~.

This is the case when G is the isometry group of an Hermitian symmetric space.

For case (1) the situation of irreducibility is the same as for case (b) above.

For case (2), K has a one-dimensional center, say Zi = {exp 6z : 0^ 6^2tt}, zeZ

(Zis the one-dimensional center of K, the Lie algebra of A). The situation here is a

generalization of example (a): If 0^ A is not an eigenvector of p(Z), then X is cyclic

so that Theorem 1 applies. If A is an eigenvector of p(Z) then £f(X) ± Sf{X) and the

induced representation is not irreducible.

10. Some remarks on unitary representations. Now let A be a one-dimensional

unitary representation of S. For A to be unitary, it is both necessary and sufficient

that the corresponding linear form A defined on S he purely imaginary. We note

that Haar measure on A serves as an invariant measure on the homogeneous

space S\G under the natural action of G on cosets (see for example Weil [9, p. 45]).

Hence, from the now standard discussion of Mackey (see [6, part I, §1]), it follows

that the induced representation [LAll(G, TT), R] is unitary. As we have pointed out

in the remark following the statement of Theorem 2, that theorem together with

Theorem 4 gives complete information for this case.

In this case S is abelian, Theorems 4 and 2 combined is a special case of Theorem

14.1 of Mackey [6]. (Since A is a compact Lie group, it is easily shown that Mackey's
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regularity condition obtains.) Since Mackey's argument requires taking a direct

integral over all the classes of unitary representations of S, that argument breaks

down for general S, even though we confine our inducing representations to be

one-dimensional representations of S. A more recent result of Mackey almost

includes our result for the unitary case. (See [7, Theorem 8.1].) In order to apply

that theorem, one must assume that S is a type one group, an assumption which is

not necessary in our argument. Of course, it should be pointed out that once that

assumption is made, Mackey's theorem gives much more information for the

unitary case. Finally, we remark that when MA = identity, our result reduces to a

result of Bruhat (see [1, Theoreme 6;2]).
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